We investigate the emission of a polaritonic system, where the coupling between a large number of two-level emitters and a single-mode cavity field is non-adiabatically switched on. Counterrotating terms as well as the so-called A 2 term are included in the light-matter interaction, where A is the vector potential. We find that the Thomas-Reiche-Kuhn sum rule enforces qualitative constraints on the quantum statistics of the resulting vacuum radiation, which consists of two spectrally resolved output modes. For ideal two-level emitters the populations of the two modes are always found equal. This result cannot be recovered if A 2 is neglected, or even if it is included perturbatively via renormalization of the cavity frequency. We then extend our study to imperfect two-level emitters, featuring residual couplings to higher levels, and find that a naive application of the two-level approximation alters these predictions incorrectly. We discuss how a refined two-level approximation may be obtained by rescaling the A 2 term.
Introduction -Quantum technologies exploit intense interactions between field and matter degrees of freedom [1] , and it is a typical experimental goal in this context to maximize the coupling between the two. Traditional cavity QED setups have been extremely successful in this regard, yet they result in coupling frequencies that are only a tiny fraction of that of the system components [2] . Experimental advances, for example in semiconductor microcavities and circuit QED, have now pushed the strength of field-matter interactions into the ultrastrong-coupling regime (USC) [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . This regime is characterized by interactions where the coupling frequency λ is a non-negligible fraction of the bare frequency of the matter degree of freedom, say ω b . The theoretical description of the USC goes beyond the rotating wave approximation (RWA), demanding the inclusion in the Hamiltonian of terms that do not conserve the excitation numbers of the individual components -the so-called 'counter-rotating terms' (CR) [8] [9] [10] . This regime has been studied extensively due to the lure of exotic phenomena such as the existence of virtual excitations in the ground state [9] , dynamical Casimir effects [11] , quantum phase transitions [12, 13] , and counter-intuitive radiation statistics [14, 15] among others.
In this regime, however, the CR terms may not be the only extra terms that should be taken into account. Another important ingredient is the diamagnetic -or 'A 2 '-term, which is proportional to the squared vector potential and ensures gauge invariance in the nonrelativistic minimal coupling Hamiltonian [16] . The effects associated with this term, and the related ThomasReiche-Kuhn (TRK) sum rules, are of crucial importance in the research on superradiant phase transitions, and are still under active investigation and debate [12, [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . A further point deserving attention is that the two-level approximation for the description of quantum emitters may * Electronic address: tommaso.tufarelli@gmail.com fail in the USC [28] . Finally, even the multi-mode nature of the cavity field is known to play a role in the "deep strong coupling" regime λ ω b . [29] .
In most of the above examples the physics beyond the CR terms, in particular A 2 , becomes crucial as the strength of light-matter interactions is pushed towards the extreme regime λ ∼ ω b . In contrast, to the best of our knowledge, a clearcut qualitative signature of the A 2 term has not been identified in the currently experimentally relevant regime λ/ω b 0.2: the necessity of such a term is typically assessed by fitting the experimental data [40] . The present work aims at giving a contribution towards filling this void. We study the evolution of a polaritonic system, initially in the bare modes vacuum, following a non-adiabatic 'switch-on' of the coupling between a large number of two-level emitters and a single-mode cavity field. While this process is known to yield quantum vacuum radiation [11] , we show that a closer look at the quantum statistics of the latter reveals striking signatures of the A 2 term, a possibility that has gone unnoticed so far. Specifically, as the system relaxes to the ground state of the coupled Hamiltonian, photons are radiated into two spectrally distinct output modes. We find that A 2 , in combination with the TRK rules, affects qualitatively the statistics of these modes, regardless of how small λ/ω b is. Refining our model beyond the two-level approximation to include the possibility of transitions to far detuned levels of the emitters, we then show how suitable parameter regimes can be identified in which an imperfect two-level system can be approximated by an ideal one, upon appropriately rescaling A 2 . More generally, the examples we studied suggest that a consistent description of physics beyond the RWA should display a balance between the weight of the A 2 term and the number of dipole transitions that are included when modelling the quantum emitters.
Model -The system under examination consists of a confined photonic mode of bare frequency ω a and annihilation operatorâ (cavity mode for brevity), and a collection of n two-level emitters with ground state |g and excited state |e , separated by a frequency ω b , and identically coupled to the cavity mode via electric dipole. The detailed microscopic model is discussed in [30] . For convenience, we introduce the collective operator b = n −1/2 n k=1 |g e| k (matter mode for brevity), and consider the Holstein-Primakoff (HP) regime b †b ≪ n, [30, 31] . The cavity mode is weakly coupled to a continuum of external modesα ω where it can radiate. To simplify the discussion we shall neglect losses in the matter system, and assume that the modeŝ α ω are fully accessible for measurement. Deviations from this idealized scenario will be discussed in a future work. While we are adopting a terminology typical of polaritonic systems, our treatment may be applied to other scenarios. The Hamiltonian is H = H sys +H ext +H I , where ( = 1)
is the system Hamiltonian, while H ext = dω ωα † ωα ω and
model the continuum of external modes and their coupling to the system, through a smooth coupling profile J(ω). The term proportional to D is due to the A 2 term in the minimal coupling Hamiltonian. For a collection of ideal two-level systems, the TRK sum rule for the ground state imposes D = λ 2 /ω b [30, 32] . Nevertheless, we shall leave D implicit for later convenience. When the coupling λ is a significant fraction of the bare frequencies ω a , ω b , the open dynamics of the system is better described in terms of the eigenmodes diagonalizing H sys . We shall refer to these as the upper (U) and lower (L) polariton, and they are expressed aŝ
where k ∈ {L, U }. The Hopfield coefficients, {w k , x k , y k , z k }, and the polaritonic frequencies, ω k , are determined by inserting Eq. (2) into [p k , H sys ] = ω kpk and solving the resulting eigenvalue problem [9, 33] . These coefficients are normalized by imposing the bosonic com-
By recasting H in terms of the polaritonic operators, and assuming that a RWA can be performed in H I , we obtain
where
Note that the RWA must be performed only after the change into the polaritonic basis [34] [35] [36] [37] , since it is the operators p L , p U that oscillate harmonically in the interaction picture.
Quantum statistics of emission -To describe nonadiabatic emission, it is useful to determine the statistics of the external field modes, as a function of the initial system conditions. To this end we express the initial 0.95 1 1.05 system operators, in the Heisenberg picture, aŝ
where the time-independence of the left-hand side implies the differential equationsv
The preservation of commutation relations imposes the normalization (vv † ) kl + dω φ k φ * l = δ kl at all times. For a given form of J(ω), v and φ could be calculated in principle, e.g. numerically, by Fano-like techniques or Laplace transforms [38, 39] . Such details, however, are largely unimportant for our purposes. In standard scenarios, Hamiltonian (3) will induce a dissipative dynamics of the polaritonic system, such that one has v → 0 for sufficiently long times, and hence the full quantum statistics of the initial system state will be retrieved in specific combinations of the external field modes. These can be formally expressed aŝ
We note that the main message expressed by Eq. (5) does not depend on the details of the interaction between cavity and external fields, but each asymptotic amplitudẽ φ k (ω) ≡ lim t→∞ φ k (ω, t)e iωt does, and needs to be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. Typically, the timescales of emission are long as compared to ω
is sharply peaked around the corresponding polaritonic frequency ω k , andf U andf L are spectrally well resolved. As an example, in Fig. 1 we plot |φ U,L | 2 for the simplest case of a frequency-independent coupling to the continuum. The results are however not qualitatively changed by considering more realistic expressions for J(ω).
Non-adiabatic emission -The impact of A 2 on the emission properties of our polaritonic system can be appreciated with a simple and yet interesting example, in which the coupling λ is non-adiabatically "switched-on" from an initially negligible value. Such a modulation has been experimentally demonstrated, for example, in USC intersubband-cavity systems [40] [41] [42] . The system is thus unable to respond to the perturbation and remains in its initial state, which we assume to be the vacuum state |0 of the bare modes (â|0 =b|0 = 0). Sincep k |0 = 0, for t > 0 the ultrastrongly coupled system will start dissipating towards the vacuum of the polaritonic modes and in order to do so it must radiate into the continuum. According to Eq. (5), the quantum properties of such radiation are fully captured by the output modesf L ,f U .
To begin with, we turn our attention to the mean populations
A nonzero value of these quantities is perhaps the simplest signature of the influence of CR terms on the dynamics. Fig. 2 illustrates the behaviour of n k as a function of the coupling λ, the bare frequency difference ω b − ω a and, most importantly, the parameter D. When the correct value for a twolevel system, D = λ 2 /ω b , is taken, we observe that the excitations are distributed equally betweenf U andf L . Setting instead D = 0, which corresponds to neglecting A 2 but not the CR terms, results in a higher population being predicted for the lower frequency modef L . We note that, as far as the population of the two modes is not negligible (which would correspond to the RWA), this discrepancy holds in all the explored range of the remaining parameters λ, ω a , ω b . This, in particular, rules out the explanation of this effect via a simple renormalization of the cavity frequency, corresponding to treating A 2 perturbatively and neglecting the terms proportional toâ 2 and (â † ) 2 in Eq. (1). Bare mode resonance -For the special case ω a = ω b ≡ ω 0 , a thorough analytical understanding of the above finding is possible. In addition, we fully characterize the output state for this case as a product of two single-mode squeezed vacuum states. To do this, we explicitly diagonalize H sys in two simple steps. First, we consider the 'number-conserving' transformationâ = cos θr U − sin θr L ,b = cos θr L + sin θr U wherer U ,r L are independent bosonic modes that annihilate the same vacuum state asâ,b. With the choice θ =
we can recast
Ther U ,r L modes do not interact, and are intimately related to the polaritonic modesp U andp L respectively. To complete the diagonalization we consider the squeezing transformation
which, choosing ξ k = 1 4 log 1 + 2η k ω0 , reduces H sys to the diagonal form employed in Eq. (3), with the polaritonic frequencies given by ω k = ω 0 (ω 0 + 2η k ). We finally note that ω U > ω L and ξ U > 0, while ξ L < 0, signifying thatp U andp L are obtained by squeezing the modesr U andr L in orthogonal quadratures. Eq. (6) illustrates that the vacuum state ofâ,b (hence ofr U ,r L ) corresponds to a product of single-mode squeezed states forp L ,p U , and hence for the output modesf L ,f U -see Fig. 2 . Noting that the degree of squeezing and population of each mode is a monotone function of |ξ k |, it is useful to calculate
which proves in a transparent manner that the two populations are equal when D assumes the TRK value for a two-level system. This simple and yet striking signature of A 2 on the system emission, and more generally on the relationship between bare modes and polaritonic operators, constitutes the main result of our work.
Imperfect two-level emitters -As anticipated, a further commodity that may need to be given up beyond the RWA is the two-level approximation [28] . We thus find it useful to assess how the results of the previous section are modified by the presence of unwanted transitions to higher levels. To investigate this issue in our context we enrich the structure of each emitter by considering, in addition to the levels |g , |e , the existence 0.02 0.04 . 3: (a) Ratio (nU /nL) of the mean populations offU andfL in the case of (b) three-level emitters, where the third level is weakly coupled to the light mode (λ1/ω1 ≪ 1). nU /nL is plotted as a function of the third level coupling frequency normalized to the third level transition frequency λ1/ω1. The blue solid line represents the model in which the full threelevel system is accounted for. The red dashed line represents a two-level approximation which naively incorporates the third level in the A 2 term. We also include the model for a perfect two-level system as a qualitative comparison (black dotted line). We see that the deviation from the ideal two-level result, as λ1 is increased, is qualitatively incorrect in the naive treatment, as well as being overestimated in magnitude. Parameters: λ/ω0 = 0.1 and ω1/ω0 = 2.5.
of higher excited states |e has a frequency ω j > ω 0 and is dipole coupled to the cavity field. Again, we consider collective operatorŝ c j = n −1/2 n k=1 |g k e ′ j | k , which together withb describe a set of mutually independent annihilation operators when b †b + j ĉ † jĉ j ≪ n, a regime that also allows us to neglect transitions between excited states [30] . Thus, the system Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) is modified as
where λ j are the coupling strengths of the newly introduced transitions, and for simplicity we shall keep the assumption ω a = ω b ≡ ω 0 . Note that the TRK sum rule for the ground state now imposes a larger weight for the coef- [30, 32] . The construction of the normal modes of H ′ sys , and the determination of the output fields statistics following a nonadiabatic introduction of the coupling, follow the same lines as before. We shall again focus on the statistics of the output operatorsf L ,f U , being in this case defined as the two output modes with the lowest (L), and secondlowest (U ) carrier frequency, respectively.
We are interested here in regimes where λ j ≪ ω j , such that transitions to the higher levels are suppressed and each emitter can be expected to approximate a two-level system. Thus it may be tempting at this point to simply neglect the modesĉ j and recover the Hamiltonian in Eq (1), valid for two level emitters, with the only difference that D > λ 2 /ω 0 , since the |g ↔ |e transition does not saturate the sum rule anymore. This, for example, would predict a slightly higher population and squeezing in the output modef U according to Eq. (7). In Fig. 3 we compare this approach with the full calculation employing Hamiltonian (8) , for the simplest case in which only one extra modeĉ 1 is considered. We find qualitative discrepancies whenever the difference of the populations is non-negligible: we can indeed observe that the full Hamiltonian can result in n L > n U . Such a naive two-level approximation, therefore, cannot explain this behaviour, and even worse, its comparison with the observed populations may lead to the erroneous conclusion that the TRK sum rule has been violated, as Hamiltonian (1) requires D < λ 2 /ω 0 to achieve a higher population in the lower frequency mode [see Eq. (7)]. Still, in the regime D λ 2 /ω 0 , one may be content to neglect the fine details associated to the modesĉ j , and seek a refined two-level approximation. This is indeed obtained by adiabatically eliminating the modesĉ j from Hamiltonian (8) [43, 44] . At lowest order, one has
where the contribution of higher levels is effectively removed from the A 2 term, such that D → D eff = λ 2 /ω 0 , the TRK value for an ideal two-level system. This exactly corresponds to recovering our idealized two-level description with good approximation -see Fig. 3 . A similar line of reasoning can be adopted if one is interested in including a small number of extra modesĉ j in the model, in which case the sum in Eq. (9) will extend only to those modes that are neglected. This indicates that, in a consistent description of two-or multi-level emitters beyond the RWA, one should remove from the A 2 term the contributions of any neglected transitions.
Outlook -We remark that our results are based on a number of assumptions. One of these is the singlemode treatment of the field. This would ideally require a cavity whose mirrors are highly reflective only nearby its fundamental frequency. It should also hold at low enough light-matter coupling in a standard cavity, e.g. if the emitters are placed at a node of the next allowed field mode. Still, multimode effects may be unavoidable as λ is increased to higher and higher values [29] . Furthermore, we have neglected losses in the matter mode as well as in the output light, resulting in particularly straightforward relationships between intra-and extracavity observables. In a realistic system, featuring losses, more elaborate strategies must be adopted to access the intra-cavity statistics. We believe it worthwhile to refine our model in future studies to address these limitations.
Conclusions -We have identified a qualitative signature of A 2 in the quantum vacuum emission of a very general polaritonic model, valid at arbitrarily low coupling and hence potentially of interest to current experiments. In doing so we have highlighted a companionship between the CR terms, A 2 , and the robustness of the two-level approximation, points that can be of be of general interest in future studies of the USC regime.
The TRK rule for the ground state (see Ref. [32] of the main text) can now be used to derive a strict relationship between the couplings g l , the transition frequencies ε l , and the coefficient α, characterizing the strength of the diamagnetic term. One has
